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First tab, so please be nice! Very simple and pretty song. Standard tuning.
You can switch it up by playing A7 or D7 instead of A and D. Don t have to
transition to 
It s not completely accurate, so if you have modifications, you can e-mail me
and I ll 
right on it!

Plucking is something like this:

e|----x---x--|
B|----x---x--|
G|------x----|   (and repeats)
D|--x--------|
A|-----------|
E|-----------|

[Verse 1]

     D                                A
Sun rays come down as seen when they hit the ground,
              Em                         A
Children spinning around till they fall down down down.
   D                            A
I wait for you: it s been two hours now,
                   Em
You re still somewhere in town,
              A
Your dinners getting cold.
   D                       A
I rest my case you are always this late,
                  Em                    A         (transition to Fm)
And you know how much I hate waiting around  round  round,

[Chorus]

Em                    A                           Em
Bitter heart, bitter heart tries to keep it all inside,
                       A                                Em
Bitter heart, bitter heart shadows will help you try to hide,
                          A                               Em
Bitter heart, my bitter heart is gettin  just a little fragile,
                      A
Bitter heart, bitter heart of mine.



[Verse 2]
(verse 1 chords)

And then you come and tell me the same reason as you did yesterday,
So tell me whats her name?
Doo doo da dum, doo doo da dum, doo doo doo doo doo doo da da dum dum,
da da da da dum, da da da da dum, da da da da dum.

[Chorus]
(same as the first one)

Bitter heart, bitter heart tries to keep it all inside
Bitter heart, bitter heart shadows will help you try to hide,
Bitter heart, my bitter heart is just getting a little fragile,

[Outro]

      A                       D          A       Em
Bitter heart, bitter heart of mine, of mine, of mine, of mine, of mine,
D
of mine.

************************************

| x  Dead note

************************************


